
STRONG AND EFFECTIVE
The powerful motors have the capacity to handle large quanti-
ties of heavy ingredients.

VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL
The speed is variably controlled by a very rugged system of 
belts, rather than gears. This solution means that the mixer 
does not contain oil, thus avoiding the risk of oil spilling into 
the bowl.

MULTIPLE CAPACITIES IN ONE MACHINE 
Bowls and tools are available for production of both 100, 60 
and 40 liter.

DIGITAL TIMERDIGITAL TIMER
Mixing time can be adjusted and monitored on the digital 
timer. The mixer will stop at 00:00

PLASTIC OR STAINLESS STEEL SAFETY GUARD 
The AR series comes with a CEThe AR series comes with a CE-approved safety guard made 
of plastic to prevent flour dust and stains. It’s filling chute can 
be used during operation. It is also available with a removable 
plastic guard, or a fixed or removable stainless steel guard.

AUTOMATIC FIXATION
The bowl is wheeled into place between the two bowl arms. The bowl is wheeled into place between the two bowl arms. 
Using the handle - or automatically by pressing a button - the 
bowl is raised, centered and locked in place in a single 
movement.

EASY BOWL HANDLING
Choose between bowl truck for tChoose between bowl truck for transport or an electric bowl 
lift, which handles transport to and from the machine. This 
also ensures good ergonomics during filling and emptying. 
Choose between several models.

WHITE OR STAINLESS STEEL
An easAn easy-to-clean design. The AR series is powder coated as 
standard and can be upgraded to a completely stainless steel 
frame.

AR 100 
White,powder coated / Stainless steel /  

Marine version, stainless steel  
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